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This paper aims to analyze nonlinear finite strain consolidation with secondary consolidation behavior. On the basis of some
assumptions about the secondary consolidation behavior, the continuity equation of pore water in Gibson’s consolidation theory is
modified. Taking the nonlinear compressibility and nonlinear permeability of soils into consideration, the governing equation for
finite strain consolidation analysis is derived. Based on the experimental data of Hangzhou soft clay samples, the new governing
equation is solvedwith the finite elementmethod. Afterwards, the calculation results of this newmethod and other twomethods are
compared. It can be found that Gibson’s method may underestimate the excess pore water pressure during primary consolidation.
The new method which takes the secondary consolidation behavior, the nonlinear compressibility, and nonlinear permeability of
soils into consideration can precisely estimate the settlement rate and the final settlement of Hangzhou soft clay sample.

1. Introduction

The secondary consolidation has been studied for decades.
It is considered that the rheological behavior accounts for
the secondary consolidation. Nevertheless, the controversy
regarding whether or not the rheological behavior exists
in primary consolidation continues today. According to the
summarization of Ladd et al. [1] and Jamiolkowski et al.
[2], there are two hypotheses: Hypothesis A and Hypothesis
B. Hypothesis A considers that the rheological behavior
appears after primary consolidation. However, Hypothesis B
considers that the rheological behavior occurs while primary
consolidation begins. Mesri, a famous scholar who supported
Hypothesis A, did long-term researches on the compression
index 𝐶

𝑐
and the secondary compression index 𝐶

𝛼
[3–5].

He found that the values of 𝐶
𝛼
/𝐶
𝑐
are almost constant for a

majority of inorganic soft clays and the highly organic plastic
clays. The scholars who support Hypothesis B think that the
way of dividing consolidation into primary consolidation
and secondary consolidation is highly subjective. Barden
thought that the rheological behavior should not be neglected

during primary consolidation [6]. Wahls considered that the
settlement of soils includes the time-dependent deformation
in primary consolidation [7]. Aboshi, Leroueil et al. and
Kabbaj et al. also documented that the rheological behavior
exists in primary consolidation [8–11]. Because the rheologi-
cal behavior causes the secondary consolidation, we call it the
secondary consolidation behavior in the following sections of
this paper.

Gibson et al. derived the one-dimensional (1D) finite
strain consolidation equation which was called the Gibson
equation [12]. They considered the weight of soils and took
void ratio as the control variable in the derivation. In the
research fields of sedimentation and consolidation, the Gib-
son equation was widely used [13–15]. Many scholars carried
in-depth researches on finite strain consolidation [16–18].
However, the secondary consolidation behavior is not con-
sidered in the majority of existing finite strain consolidation
theories. Many experimental and in situ data indicate that the
settlement of soils still increases after primary consolidation,
that is, under the condition of almost constant effective
stress [19, 20]. Dan summarized the experimental results
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for some Chinese soft clays [19]. It is found that Shenzhen
clay, Tianjin clay, Zhengzhou clay, Ningbo clay, andWenzhou
clay all show the secondary consolidation behavior clearly.
So it is necessary to consider the secondary consolidation
behavior in the study of finite strain consolidation. Ding et
al. presented a coupling model for 1D finite strain primary-
secondary consolidation [21]. Nevertheless, they did not
perform calculation or analysis to verify the rationality of the
model.

The objective of this paper is to analyze nonlinear finite
strain consolidation with secondary consolidation behavior.
Based on some assumptions about the secondary consol-
idation behavior, the continuity equation of pore water
in Gibson’s consolidation theory is modified. Taking the
nonlinear compressibility and nonlinear permeability of soils
into consideration, the new governing equation for numerical
analysis can be derived. In order to obtain the calculation
parameters for numerical analysis, lab tests of Hangzhou
soft clay samples are carried out. Then the finite element
method is chosen to solve the new governing equation and
the calculation results of excess pore water pressure and
settlement are analyzed. Afterwards, the calculation results
of this new method and other two methods are compared
in order to find the best method. Finally, numerical analysis
is performed to study the sensitivity of the new secondary
compression index.

2. Mathematical Modeling

According to the existing studies [6–11], we consider that
the secondary consolidation behavior should be considered
in the whole process of consolidation. As we all know, the
conventional secondary compression index 𝐶

𝛼
exists only in

secondary consolidation. Thus, a new parameter should be
defined to describe the secondary consolidation behavior.We
name it the new secondary compression index and use a new
symbol 𝐶

𝑠
to represent it. It should be pointed out that 𝐶

𝑠

can be calculated with the classical method of calculating 𝐶
𝛼

but it exists in both primary consolidation and secondary
consolidation. In order to introduce a nonlinear finite strain
consolidation theory with secondary consolidation behavior,
the following three assumptions are made.

(1) The secondary consolidation behavior exists in both
primary consolidation and secondary consolidation.

(2) The new secondary compression indices 𝐶
𝑠
at differ-

ent depths of soils are the same.
(3) The new secondary compression index 𝐶

𝑠
remains

constant during consolidation.

Gibson et al. derived the governing equation of 1D finite
strain consolidation by treating void ratio as the control
variable [12]. The Gibson equation is written as follows:

± (𝐺
𝑠
− 1)

𝑑

𝑑𝑒
(

𝑘

1 + 𝑒
)
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑧
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
[

𝑘

𝛾
𝑤
(1 + 𝑒)

𝑑𝜎


𝑑𝑒

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑧
]

+
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡
= 0,

(1)

where 𝑧 is the 1D space variable in reduced coordinates; 𝑡 is
the time variable; 𝐺

𝑠
= 𝛾
𝑠
/𝛾
𝑤
is the specific weight of soil

particles; 𝛾
𝑠
and 𝛾
𝑤
are the unit weights of soil particles and

pore water, respectively; 𝑘 is the permeability coefficient; 𝜎
is the effective stress; 𝑒 is the void ratio. ± represents that
the positive direction of the coordinate is opposite to the
direction of gravity or the same.

In their derivation, the following four main equations
were applied: (1) the equilibrium equation of soils; (2)
the continuity equation of pore water; (3) Darcy’s law; (4)
the effective stress principle. Here, we modify the conti-
nuity equation of pore water. We consider that the whole
deformation of soils is equal to the deformation caused by
the primary consolidation behavior plus the deformation
caused by the secondary consolidation behavior. Hence, the
following equation can be obtained:

−
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑡
=
𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑡
−
𝑑𝑉
𝑠

𝑑𝑡
, (2)

where 𝑉 is the whole volume of soils; 𝑄 is the volume of
expelled water; 𝑉

𝑠
is the volume of soils affected by the

secondary consolidation behavior.
Consider the following:

𝑑𝑉 =
𝑉

1 + 𝑒
𝑑𝑒 (3)

𝑑𝑄 =
𝑑]
𝑑𝜉

𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦𝑑𝜉 𝑑𝑡, (4)

𝑑𝑉
𝑠
=

𝑉

1 + 𝑒
𝑑𝑒
𝑠
, (5)

where 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝜉 are the three space variables in Eulerian
coordinates; the positive direction of the 𝜉 axis is downward;
] = ]

𝑤
− ]
𝑠
is the relative velocity of pore water and soil

particles; ]
𝑤
and ]

𝑠
are the velocities of pore water and soil

particles, respectively; 𝑒 is the void ratio; 𝑒
𝑠
is the void ratio

affected by the secondary consolidation behavior; 𝑒
𝑠
is a

portion of 𝑒.
According to (5), we can obtain

−
𝑑𝑉
𝑠

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑉

1 + 𝑒

𝑑𝑒
𝑠

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑉

1 + 𝑒

𝑑𝑒
𝑠

𝑑 log 𝑡
𝑑 log 𝑡
𝑑𝑡

. (6)

After primary consolidation, the deformation of soils
is simply caused by the secondary consolidation behavior.
When primary consolidation ceases, 𝑒 reduces to 𝑒

𝑠
.

According to the definition of the new secondary com-
pression index, we can obtain

𝐶
𝑠
= −

𝑑𝑒
𝑠

𝑑 log 𝑡
. (7)

Substituting (7) into (6) yields

−
𝑑𝑉
𝑠

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐶
𝑠

𝑉

1 + 𝑒

1

𝑡 ln 10
. (8)

Substituting (4) and (8) into (2) yields

−
1

1 + 𝑒

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡
=
𝜕]
𝜕𝜉

+
𝐶
𝑠

1 + 𝑒

1

𝑡 ln 10
. (9)
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The modified Darcy law can be written as [12]

] = ]
𝑤
− ]
𝑠
= −𝑘𝑖 = −

𝑘

𝛾
𝑤

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝜉
, (10)

where 𝑖 is the hydraulic gradient; 𝑢 is the excess pore water
pressure.

Substituting (10) into (9) yields

−
1

1 + 𝑒

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡
= −

𝜕

𝜕𝜉
(
𝑘

𝛾
𝑤

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝜉
) +

𝐶
𝑠

1 + 𝑒

1

𝑡 ln 10
. (11)

The effective stress principle is written as

𝜎


= 𝜎 − 𝑢, (12)

where 𝜎 is the effective stress; 𝜎 is the total stress.
Differentiating (12) yields

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝜉
=
𝜕𝜎

𝜕𝜉
−
𝜕𝜎


𝜕𝜉
. (13)

As noted, the positive direction of the 𝜉 axis is downward.
The equilibrium equation of soils can be obtained as

𝜕𝜎

𝜕𝜉
=
(𝐺
𝑠
− 1) 𝛾

𝑤

1 + 𝑒
. (14)

Substituting (14) into (13) yields

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝜉
=
(𝐺
𝑠
− 1) 𝛾

𝑤

1 + 𝑒
−
𝑑𝜎


𝑑𝑒

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝜉
. (15)

Substituting (15) into (11), we attain the 1D finite strain
consolidation equation with secondary consolidation behav-
ior in Eulerian coordinates:

(𝐺
𝑠
− 1)

𝑑

𝑑𝑒
(

𝑘

1 + 𝑒
)
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝜉
−

𝜕

𝜕𝜉
(
𝑘

𝛾
𝑤

𝑑𝜎


𝑑𝑒

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝜉
)

=
1

1 + 𝑒

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡
+

𝐶
𝑠

1 + 𝑒

1

𝑡 ln 10
.

(16)

Under 1D condition, the transformation between Eule-
rian coordinates and Lagrangian coordinates and the trans-
formation between reduced coordinates and Lagrangian
coordinates are shown as follows:

𝑑𝜉

𝑑𝑎
=

1 + 𝑒

1 + 𝑒
0

𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝑎
=

1

1 + 𝑒
0

,

(17)

where 𝑎 is the 1D space variable in Lagrangian coordinates.

According to the above two transformations, the new
consolidation equations in Lagrangian coordinates and
reduced coordinates can be obtained:

(𝐺
𝑠
− 1)

𝑑

𝑑𝑒
(

𝑘

1 + 𝑒
)
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑎
−

𝜕

𝜕𝑎
(
𝑘

𝛾
𝑤

𝑑𝜎


𝑑𝑒

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑎

1 + 𝑒
0

1 + 𝑒
)

=
1

1 + 𝑒
0

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡
+

𝐶
𝑠

1 + 𝑒
0

1

𝑡 ln 10
,

(18)

(𝐺
𝑠
− 1)

𝑑

𝑑𝑒
(

𝑘

1 + 𝑒
)
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑧
−

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
[

𝑘

𝛾
𝑤
(1 + 𝑒)

𝑑𝜎


𝑑𝑒

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑧
]

=
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡
+

𝐶
𝑠

𝑡 ln 10
.

(19)

Equation (19) will be used in the next derivation because
a calculation example will be analyzed in the reduced coordi-
nates. It is worth mentioning that (19) can be converted into
the Gibson equation if 𝐶

𝑠
is equal to 0.

In order to solve (1), Gibson et al. made the following two
assumptions [13]:

𝑔 = −
𝑘

𝛾
𝑤
(1 + 𝑒)

𝑑𝜎


𝑑𝑒
= constant,

𝜆 = −
𝑑

𝑑𝑒
(
𝑑𝑒

𝑑𝜎
) = constant,

(20)

where 𝑔 and 𝜆 are the consolidation coefficient and the
gravity coefficient, respectively.

Based on the above assumptions, (1) was transformed into
(21). Equation (21) was a linear partial differential equation
and then it was solved with the finite difference method [13]:

± (𝛾
𝑠
− 𝛾
𝑤
) 𝑔𝜆

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑧
− 𝑔

𝜕
2

𝑒

𝜕𝑧2
+
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡
= 0. (21)

Duncan suggested that the variation of consolidation
coefficient should be taken into consideration in the pre-
dictions of settlement rates of practical engineering [22].
Leroueil suggested that consolidation must be analyzed
by considering compressibility and permeability parameters
measured separately [23].Mesri andRokhsar used the follow-
ing two equations to express the relationship between void
ratio and effective stress and the relationship between void
ratio and permeability coefficient, respectively [24]:

𝑒 = 𝑒
0
− 𝐶
𝑐
lg(𝜎



𝜎


0

) , (22)

𝑒 = 𝑒
0
+ 𝐶
𝑘
lg( 𝑘

𝑘
0

) , (23)

where 𝐶
𝑐
is the compression index; 𝐶

𝑘
is the permeability

index; 𝑒
0
is the initial void ratio;𝜎

0
is the initial effective stress;

𝑘
0
is the initial permeability coefficient.
Tavenas et al. considered that (23) can depict the variation

of permeability coefficient with void ratio in the majority
of practical engineering [25]. Because (22) and (23) are
generally accepted, they are employed to reflect the nonlinear
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Table 1: Experimental data of Hangzhou soft clay.

𝐶
𝑐

𝐶
𝑘

𝐶
𝑠

𝑒
0

𝑘
0
/(m⋅minute−1) 𝛾

𝑠
/(kN⋅m−3) 𝑔/(m2

⋅minute−1) 𝜆/kPa−1

0.2418 0.4191 7.735𝑒(−3) 1.18 1.419𝑒(−8) 26.70 3.422𝑒(−7) 2.028𝑒(−3)

compressibility and nonlinear permeability for Hangzhou
soft clay, respectively.

Substituting (22) and (23) into (19) yields

(𝐺
𝑠
− 1) 𝑘

0

(1 + 𝑒)
2

[
ln 10
𝐶
𝑘

(1 + 𝑒) − 1] 10
(𝑒−𝑒0)/𝐶𝑘

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑧

+
𝑘
0
𝜎


0
ln 10

𝛾
𝑤
𝐶
𝑐

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
[

1

1 + 𝑒
10
(𝑒−𝑒0)/𝐶𝑘−(𝑒−𝑒0)/𝐶𝑐

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑧
]

−
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡
−

𝐶
𝑠

𝑡 ln 10
= 0.

(24)

Equation (24) is the new governing equation for numer-
ical analysis in this paper. If 𝐶

𝑠
is equal to 0, (24) can

be converted into (25) which still considers the nonlinear
compressibility and nonlinear permeability of soils [26]. The
finite element software FlexPDE is chosen to solve (24) and
(25):

(𝐺
𝑠
− 1) 𝑘

0

(1 + 𝑒)
2

[
ln 10
𝐶
𝑘

(1 + 𝑒) − 1] 10
(𝑒−𝑒0)/𝐶𝑘

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑧

+
𝑘
0
𝜎


0
ln 10

𝛾
𝑤
𝐶
𝑐

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
[

1

1 + 𝑒
10
(𝑒−𝑒0)/𝐶𝑘−(𝑒−𝑒0)/𝐶𝑐

𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑧
]

−
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡
= 0.

(25)

If the void ratio at a certain depth and time is attained, the
corresponding effective stress and permeability coefficient
can be calculated with (22) and (23), respectively. If the void
ratio is calculated, the settlement at the top surface of soils
can be calculated with the following equation:

𝑆 (𝑡) = ∫

𝑙

0

[𝑒 (𝑧, 0) − 𝑒 (𝑧, 𝑡)] 𝑑𝑧. (26)

3. Calculation Examples and Analysis

3.1. Problem Description. The nonlinear finite strain con-
solidation analysis with secondary consolidation behavior
is based on the schematic diagram shown in Figure 1. In
this figure, 𝑙 is the total thickness of the clay layer; 𝑞 is the
uniformly distributed load which is instantaneously applied
on the top surface of the clay layer. In the numerical analysis,
the value of 𝑞 is 300 kPa. The top and bottom surfaces are
both pervious. Take the top surface as the datum plane so
the positive direction of the 𝑧 axis is downward. Considering
the weight of clays, the distribution of initial effective stress
with depth is triangular. Initial void ratio is corresponding
to initial effective stress at different depths of the clay layer.
Initial excess pore water pressure is constant with depth.
Distributions of initial effective stress and initial excess pore
water pressure with depth are shown in Figure 1.

Pervious

Saturated soft clay

Pervious

z

q

lu0𝜎

0

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of physical modeling.

The parameters used in the numerical analysis are based
on the laboratory tests for Hangzhou soft clay and they are
listed in Table 1.

In this section, the following three methods are used to
analyze the consolidation behavior of Hangzhou soft clay.

Method 1. The nonlinear finite strain consolidation equation
with secondary consolidation behavior, that is, (24), is used.

Method 2. The nonlinear finite strain consolidation equation
without secondary consolidation behavior, that is, (25), is
used.

Method 3. The Gibson equation with constant consolidation
coefficient, that is, (21), is used.

In order to find the best analysis method among the three
methods, we will compare the excess pore water pressures
calculated with different methods and the time-deformation
curves calculated with different methods.

3.2. Calculation Results of Excess Pore Water Pressure. Cal-
culation results of excess pore water pressure are shown in
Figure 2. It can be seen from Figure 2(a) that the results
calculated with different methods are almost the same at
the beginning of primary consolidation (𝑡 = 1 minute).
Because the two surfaces of the clay layer are both pervious,
near the surfaces the excess pore water pressures dissipate
rapidly. At the meanwhile, in the internal soil the excess
pore water pressures do not dissipate. With time elapsing,
consolidation develops from the pervious surfaces to the
internal soil by degrees. At the time 𝑡 = 50 minutes, the
excess pore water pressure calculated with Method 1 is the
smallest, while the excess pore water pressure calculated with
Method 3 is the largest. The calculation result of Method 2
is between the calculation results of the other two methods.
At the centerline of the soil, the maximum excess pore water
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Figure 2: Distributions of excess pore water pressure with normalized depth at three time points.

pressures calculated with Methods 1, 2, and 3 are 43.19 kPa,
54.96 kPa, and 73.06 kPa, respectively. At the time 𝑡 = 100

minutes, the excess pore water pressures calculated with
Methods 1 and 2 are close to each other and they will reduce
to 0 soon. The excess pore water pressure calculated with
Method 3 is still the largest and it needs more time to
dissipate. At this moment, the maximum excess pore water
pressures calculated with Methods 1, 2, and 3 are 2.73 kPa,
3.69 kPa, and 11.50 kPa, respectively.

Compared toMethod 3,Method 2 takes thematerial non-
linearity of soils into consideration. By jointly considering the
calculation results of Methods 2 and 3 in Figures 3(a)–3(c), it
can be seen thatMethod 3may underestimate the excess pore
water pressure in the intermediate and final stages of primary

consolidation. This implies that it is necessary to consider
the nonlinear compressibility and nonlinear permeability
of soils. Compared to Method 2, Method 1 considers the
secondary consolidation behavior. By jointly considering the
calculation results of Methods 1 and 2 in Figures 3(a)–
3(c), it can be observed that Method 2 may underestimate
the excess pore water pressure in the intermediate stage
of primary consolidation. So the secondary consolidation
behavior should be considered in the study of finite strain
consolidation.

3.3. Calculation Results of Settlement. The calculation results
and the experimental results of settlement are shown in
Figure 3. It can be observed that the settlement calculated
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with Method 3 is smaller than the observed settlement at the
beginning of consolidation. Moreover, the final settlement in
the test is about 3mm while the final settlement calculated
with this method is less than 2mm. This shows that Method
3 underestimates the final settlement. The time-deformation
curve calculated with Method 3 becomes a horizontal line
after primary consolidation. As mentioned, Method 3 is
Gibson’s theory which does not include the secondary con-
solidation. Therefore, the prediction result from this method
is unable to capture secondary consolidation behavior after
the primary consolidation.

It can be found from Figure 3 that Method 2 also under-
estimates the settlement at the beginning of consolidation.
After about 10 minutes, the calculation result usingMethod 2
approaches the experimental result gradually. Figure 3 shows
that the final settlement calculated with Method 2 is about
2.6mm. So this method slightly underestimates the final set-
tlement. According to the above calculation and analysis, the
calculation result of Method 2 is closer to the experimental
result than that of Method 3. Perhaps because the nonlinear
compressibility and nonlinear permeability of Hangzhou
soft clay are considered in Method 2, this method is more
reasonable thanMethod 3. Ichikawa et al. performed 1D finite
strain consolidation analysis under change of permeability
[27]. They considered that the secondary consolidation is
induced by the nonuniform distribution of permeability.
For Method 2, the distribution of permeability with the
depth of the clay layer is also nonuniform. Nevertheless,
the secondary consolidation behavior cannot be observed in
the calculated result. Consequently, we do not agree with
Ichikawa’s opinion.

It can be observed from Figure 3 that Method 1 can
precisely estimate the settlement rate of Hangzhou soft clay
sample during consolidation, especially in the initial stage
of consolidation. The analysis methods without considering
the secondary consolidation behavior, such as Methods 2
and 3, cannot estimate the settlement rate precisely. So it is
necessary to consider the secondary consolidation behavior
in the predictions of settlement rates. It can be seen from
Figure 3 that the calculation result of Method 1 exhibits the
secondary consolidation behavior clearly. Furthermore, the
final settlement calculated with Method 1 is very close to the
actual final settlement.

Considering five different values of the new secondary
consolidation index 𝐶

𝑠
(0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, and

0.010), the time-deformation curves calculated with Method
1 are compared in order to study the sensitivity of 𝐶

𝑠
. All

parameters used in the numerical analysis are the same as
the ones in the aforementioned example except for 𝐶

𝑠
. The

five time-deformation curves are plotted in Figure 4. It can be
found that𝐶

𝑠
makes a significant influence on the calculation

results of settlement. At each time point, the larger the𝐶
𝑠
, the

larger the settlement.
In the initial stage of primary consolidation, 𝐶

𝑠
has a

great influence on the calculation results. For example, at
the time 𝑡 = 0.1 minute, the settlements are approximately
0.21mm, 0.28mm, 0.37mm, 0.54mm, and 0.79mm if 𝐶

𝑠

is 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, and 0.010, respectively. With
time elapsing, the influence of 𝐶

𝑠
decreases gradually. Near
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Figure 3: Time-deformation curves calculated with different meth-
ods.
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Figure 4: Time-deformation curves calculated by considering
different new secondary consolidation indices.

the ending time of primary consolidation, the influence of
𝐶
𝑠
is tiny. For instance, at the time 𝑡 = 50 minutes, the

settlements are approximately 2.48mm, 2.52mm, 2.56mm,
2.60mm, and 2.65mm if 𝐶

𝑠
is 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, and

0.010, respectively. It is clear that the ending times of primary
consolidation are almost the same under different conditions.
In the initial stage of secondary consolidation, the effect of
𝐶
𝑠
is small. With increasing time, the effect of 𝐶

𝑠
increases

by degrees. For example, at the time 𝑡 = 30000 minutes, the
settlements are approximately 2.67mm, 2.76mm, 2.84mm,
2.92mm, and 3.00mm if 𝐶

𝑠
is 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008,

and 0.010, respectively. Because 𝐶
𝑠
remains constant, the

settlements increase linearly in the process of secondary
consolidation.
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Overall, the influence 𝐶
𝑠
makes on the calculation results

of settlement is evident in the initial stage of primary
consolidation and the final stage of secondary consolidation.
Hence, the value of 𝐶

𝑠
should be precisely estimated before

performing the numerical analysis.

4. Conclusions

Thenonlinear finite strain consolidationwith secondary con-
solidation behavior was analyzed in this paper.The following
conclusions can be made.

(1) Based on some assumptions about the secondary con-
solidation behavior of soils, Gibson’s consolidation
theory is modified.

(2) Considering the nonlinear compressibility and non-
linear permeability of soils, the new governing equa-
tion for finite strain consolidation analysis is derived.

(3) The excess pore water pressures calculated with dif-
ferent methods are compared. It can be seen that
Gibson’s method may underestimate the excess pore
water pressure in the intermediate and final stages of
primary consolidation.

(4) The time-deformation curves calculated with differ-
ent methods are compared; it can be found that the
newmethod can precisely estimate the settlement rate
and the final settlement of Hangzhou soft clay sample.

(5) By considering different new secondary consolidation
indices, five time-deformation curves are calculated
and compared. It can be found that the influence
C
𝑠
makes on the calculation results of settlement is

remarkable in the initial stage of primary consolida-
tion and the final stage of secondary consolidation.
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